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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Saltless Softener/
Conditioner

Follow ProOne® HOME instructions when installing with ProSoft Saltless Softener/Conditioner system. The
diagram below is for tap water type installation. For well water, ProSoft Saltless Softener/Conditioner should
be installed after the pressure tank. Should you use a booster pump, install after the booster pump.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The ProSoft Saltless Softener/Conditioner media is based on an up flow operation
and therefore, the tank installation is opposite of traditional installations. Water flow direction enters the
tank through the OUT fitting. System must be installed on a smooth, level surface.
The system may appear to be lightweight and only partially filled with media. This is normal. While the
system must be operated in a vertical position, it can tip without upsetting the media since it has no
underbed of media and should not be affected by transportation.
What to expect with your ProSoft system: After installation is complete and water flow has been restored,
you will begin to experience naturally soft water from your ProSoft Saltless Softener/Conditioner. However,
scale build up and mineral deposits have built up inside your pipes, fixtures and appliances over a
period of time. During the next few weeks, you may experience occurrences such as dissolved scale
dethatching itself from your piping and coming out of your faucets. Sometimes, larger pieces may be big
enough to build up in your faucet aerator(s) and require them to be removed and cleaned. You may also
notice a build up on shower heads. A slowdown in flow rate until cleaned is normal. Sometimes you may
notice a glass of water is initially cloudy but subsides after a few minutes. This is due to dissolved oxygen in
the water and is fine. If it seems to settle out to the bottom of the glass, it is scale in the piping that is coming
off and also will subside once the pipes are clean.
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SEE PROONE® HOME INSTRUCTION MANUAL
FOR COMPLETE INSTALLATION DETAILS.
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLER RECOMMENDED.

F I L T E R S

To replace the filter media in the ProSoft:
1. Turn off the main water supply line going to
the ProSoft
2. Open a faucet to allow line pressure and
water to release
3. Disconnect the ProSoft system from the
ProOne® HOME
4. Unscrew the head of the ProSoft tank
5. Slowly remove the head from the tank
6. Pour the media inside the ProSoft tank into a
disposable container (box or garbage bag)
7. Open the bag of the new media and slowly
pour into the tank
8. Replace the head onto the tank
9. Reinstall the ProSoft tank
10. Slowly turn water source back on
11. Observe for any leaks – check several
times to make sure all fittings are secure
12. Dispose of the used media in normal trash
removal
Feel free to call Tech Support at
(800) 544-3533 should you have any
questions.
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Please see ProOne® HOME instructions for limited warranty information.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE 800-544-3533 X127

We’re here to help.
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